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Abstract: The European Cooperation in Science and Technology (COST) Action ES1404
“HarmoSnow”, entitled, “A European network for a harmonized monitoring of snow for the benefit
of climate change scenarios, hydrology and numerical weather prediction” (2014-2018) aims to
coordinate efforts in Europe to harmonize approaches to validation, and methodologies of snow
measurement practices, instrumentation, algorithms and data assimilation (DA) techniques. One of
the key objectives of the action was “Advance the application of snow DA in numerical weather
prediction (NWP) and hydrological models and show its benefit for weather and hydrological
forecasting as well as other applications.” This paper reviews approaches used for assimilation of
snow measurements such as remotely sensed and in situ observations into hydrological, land surface,
meteorological and climate models based on a COST HarmoSnow survey exploring the common
practices on the use of snow observation data in different modeling environments. The aim is to
assess the current situation and understand the diversity of usage of snow observations in DA,
forcing, monitoring, validation, or verification within NWP, hydrology, snow and climate models.
Based on the responses from the community to the questionnaire and on literature review the status
and requirements for the future evolution of conventional snow observations from national networks
and satellite products, for data assimilation and model validation are derived and suggestions are
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formulated towards standardized and improved usage of snow observation data in snow DA. Results
of the conducted survey showed that there is a fit between the snow macro-physical variables required
for snow DA and those provided by the measurement networks, instruments, and techniques. Data
availability and resources to integrate the data in the model environment are identified as the
current barriers and limitations for the use of new or upcoming snow data sources. Broadening
resources to integrate enhanced snow data would promote the future plans to make use of them in
all model environments.
Keywords: COST Action ES1404; HarmoSnow; snow measurements; snow models; data assimilation;
remote sensing

1. Introduction
As a major part of the cryosphere, snow is an important component of the hydrological cycle
and with its unique physical properties, it is an essential environmental variable directly affecting the
Earth’s energy balance. Proper description and assimilation of snow information into hydrological,
land surface, meteorological and climate models is therefore important to address the impact of snow
on various phenomena such as hydrological monitoring, avalanche forecast, and weather forecast,
to predict snow water resources and to warn about snow-related natural hazards [1–9].
Understanding the microstructural, macrophysical, thermal and optical properties of snowpack
is essential [10] and there is a great need for accurate snow data at different spatial and temporal
resolutions to address the challenges of changing snow conditions.
Distinctive snow properties are currently determined by traditional ground-based measurements
as well as remote sensing, over a range of scales, following considerable developments in instrument
technology over recent years. Snow measurements are becoming increasingly important for freshwater
management, mitigation of climate changes, adaptation to new climate conditions, and risk assessments
such as avalanches, floods [11], and droughts [12].
At the present time in situ measurements of the snowpack state are performed on the ground at
numerous stations (e.g., WMO synoptic stations) and during intensive field campaigns (e.g., [13–17]).
Simultaneous measurements of snow properties and soil properties are of further advantage [18] but
only available at selected stations. However, depending on the region, in situ measurements could
have a relatively coarse spatial coverage and are only representative of a limited area due to spatial
heterogeneities of snow [19–21]. An increase in the number of snow measurements from national
high-resolution weather networks integrated into the WMO GTS (Global Telecommunication System)
and WIS (WMO Information System) would thus provide a clear benefit [22]. With the implementation
of the Global Cryosphere Watch (GCW) in 2011, the WMO established a program that considers the
growing demand for authoritative information on past, present and future state of the world’s snow
and ice resources [23]. Although GCW is global in scope, the program needs activities at all scales,
including regional, national and local levels [24] and recognizes the requirements for assimilation,
model development and validation.
Space-born remote sensing data have the potential to provide estimates of certain snow
properties [25]. In the visible (VIS) and near infrared (NIR) spectral range space-borne remote sensors
(e.g., MODIS, AVHRR, Sentinel-2) can determine the snow cover extent (SCE) and snow cover fraction
(SCF) at a high spatial resolution and long time-series of these data exist (e.g., [26–33]). The observation
of snow cover area is of particular value in headwaters of mountainous regions [34–36] and one
can expect to obtain volume information thanks to recent advances in photogrammetry and in the
availability of stereo image [37]. In addition, remotely sensed daily SCE has been shown to improve
performance of hydrological models applied to various catchments in Austria [38,39], Italy [40,41],
Switzerland [8,42,43], Turkey [34,44–46], Iceland [47] and the USA [48].
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Optically derived snow cover products are considerably limited by the presence of clouds [49],
which results in spatiotemporal gaps [25]. This limitation was quantified by [38], who found that,
on average, clouds obscured 63 % of Austria in MODIS daily snow maps, from February 2000 to
December 2005. Similarly, [50] found that, on average, clouds obscured 55% (MODIS Aqua) and 50%
(MODIS Terra) of Po river basin (Northern Italy), for the period 2003-2012. Interestingly, they have
pointed out that in the Alpine region of the basin (>1000 m.a.s.l.), the presence of clouds increases
during the melting season when SCE and SCF products are most relevant: on average the percentage
of cloud obstruction is 70%. Thus, cloud removal procedures are necessary to mask clouds for the snow
product to be used or assimilated in hydrologic and land surface models. In the literature, different
cloud removal procedures were developed based on temporal and spatial filters, see, e.g., for MODIS
products [39,50–55]. In addition, digital imagery for snow extent monitoring [56] are conducted with
a newly developed system for acquisition, processing and visualization of image time series from
multiple camera networks [57]. These systems could connect in situ measurements and remote-sensing
products and could provide SCE information in overcast conditions.
Passive microwave sensors can measure snow mass (snow water equivalent, SWE) and are not
affected by illumination (night, clouds), which limits optical data during much of the high latitude
snow season [58–60]. However, the spatial resolution of passive microwave SWE data is currently too
coarse for many watershed-scale hydrological applications in mountainous regions [30,61], and point
gauge snow data have sparse and uneven spatial coverage [62] and their accuracy is sensitive to the
assumptions used, the topography, and properties of the snow pack (e.g., [63–71]). Alternatively,
active microwave sensors have the potential to determine snow depth or mass from space with higher
resolution but require spaceborne measurements at appropriate frequencies (Ku-band) [25] and the
time resolution is more limited than for passive microwave sensors. In addition, the signal is sensitive
to the snow layer properties, which complicates direct estimation of SWE from the satellite signal.
For example, based on the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Interferometry technique and Sentinel-1
data, Snow Water Equivalent (SWE) temporal variations with sub-centimeter measurement accuracy
can be retrieved with up to 20 m spatial resolution in any weather and sun illumination condition [72].
In addition to the determination of snow characteristics by in situ and remotely sensed
measurements, another approach to obtain snow properties is to use physical or conceptual
snow evolution modeling. Three major classes of snowpack models are employed for various
applications [73]: single-layer snow scheme (e.g., [74]), scheme of intermediate complexity (e.g., [75])
and detailed snowpack models, which differ in the description and the parameterization of the
properties inside the snowpack and the related processes [76–78]. Single-layer representations of
snow thermodynamics are still used in operational NWP models [20]. In more advanced land surface
schemes employed by operational models multi-layer snow options with fixed or variable numbers
of layers are available [20], e.g., HTESSEL at ECMWF [79], JULES at the Met Office [80], ISBA-ES
in SURFEX [81], and TERRA in the ICON model at DWD [82]. Detailed snowpack models include
in addition state variables for snow microstructure, namely grain sizes and shapes in layers [20,83].
However, continuous estimates of the snow state from numerical model predictions are still limited by
scarcity and uncertainties in meteorological forcing data (see [84] for an example) and model structural
problems for snow processes in land surface models [25,85–87].
Assimilation of remotely sensed snow-related observations and ground-based snow
measurements has been proven to be an effective method to improve hydrological and snow
model simulations [88–93]. Therefore, the potential of data assimilation methods to consistently
improve model simulations of the snow state by assimilation of measurements from in situ as well
as from remote sensing has received continuously increasing attention [25,59,88–102]. With data
assimilation (DA hereinafter) techniques, an improvement of the simulated snow properties from
numerical models can be obtained by the combination of observational datasets with numerical model
predictions and consideration of the uncertainties of observed and modeled variables [103]. Several
studies report the assimilation of in situ snow observations [62,101,103–105] even for operational
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applications [2,106,107]. A number of snow DA experiments taking into account remotely sensed snow
properties have been performed with different observational datasets, including snow covered area
and SWE [59,88,90,91,100,108,109].
However, visible or near-infrared observations do not allow assimilation updates under cloudy
conditions and the updates depend on the snow depletion curve used to relate SCE or SCF to SWE [25].
Direct assimilation of SWE from passive microwave remote sensing data exists [88,100,110] but radiance
assimilation may be more effective [25,111–118]. The latter approach is indeed able to overcome the
difficulty arising from the non-unique and complex relationship linking the passive microwave
signal and several snow properties (e.g., density, grain size/microstructure parameters, temperature
and wetness). To assimilate radiance, radiative transfer modeling is needed to play the role of
the ‘observation operator’ in the DA scheme, that is to relate the snow properties predicted by
the dynamical snow scheme to the remotely-sensed observed variables as well as to provide the
associated uncertainties [119]. Many such numerical models have been developed and evaluated
over the last decade for the passive microwave such as HUT [120], MEMLS [121], DMRT-QMS [122],
DMRT-ML [123]. Although their performances appear to be comparable (e.g., [124]), the formulations
and parameterizations used in each model are diverse. This apparent paradox is only partially
understood (e.g., [125,126]), which has motivated the development of a uniform, harmonized, modeling
platform called the Snow Microwave Radiative Transfer Model (SMRT, [127]). This new model is also
able to better represent the snow microstructure, which currently remains the main bottleneck for SWE
estimation [114,128].
The European Cooperation in Science and Technology (COST) promoted and funded the
Action ES1404 called “A European network for a harmonized monitoring of snow for the benefit of
climate change scenarios, hydrology, and numerical weather prediction,” or “HarmoSnow” for short.
The HarmoSnow project (2014-2018) coordinates efforts towards harmonized snow data processing and
handling practices by promoting new observing strategies, bringing together different communities,
facilitating data transfer, upgrading and enlarging knowledge through networking, exchange and
training, and linking them to activities in international agencies and global networks [129]. Due to
the large heterogeneity of methods and tools for manual measurement of snow and their assimilation
in numerical models one of the first activities of HarmoSnow was to carry out surveys to obtain
an updated picture of the existing variety of a) snow measurement practices and instrumentations,
and b) the data assimilation methods and snow data processing used in NWP, hydrology, and climate
studies by the European institutions. The results of the first survey are published in [11]. This paper
aims to assess the current situation and understand the diversity of usage of snow observations in
DA, forcing, monitoring, validation, or verification within NWP, hydrology, snow and climate models.
Our findings are based on the responses from the community to the second survey, on snow DA
methods and processing, and on literature review.
2. European Survey on Usage of Snow Observations in Data Assimilation, Forcing, Monitoring,
Validation, or Verification
The survey was conducted via an online questionnaire from September 2015 to December 2017
on the COST HarmoSnow website. This questionnaire (see Supplementary Material: COST ESSEM
1404 working group 3 survey: Questionnaire and results) was compiled by COST HarmoSnow
experts in snow modeling and data assimilation and distributed across the COST, EUMETSAT
H-SAF and GCW member networks. The questionnaire was answered by 51 participants from 31
countries. The survey consists of 32 questions in six sections and one text box for additional comments
(see Supplementary Material: COST ESSEM 1404 working group 3 survey: Questionnaire and results),
which are also available at the COST HarmoSnow website. Most questions used multiple choice
answers. This procedure ensures clear answers and space for further explanations was provided.
A weighting of the answers was not made, but we are aware of their heterogeneity in terms of
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institutional representativeness and implications for the representativeness of our derived conclusions.
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time, to produce a statistically optimal model state estimates for linear systems. The Extended Kalman
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According to the answers, snow height (depth) is the most preferable information for DA in NWP
According to the answers, snow height (depth) is the most preferable information for DA in
models. For these data, the importance of an active reporting of snow-free conditions (zero snow depth)
NWP models. For these data, the importance of an active reporting of snow-free conditions (zero
in the SYNOP messages together with the exchange of non-GTS stations data is crucial. For hydrologic
snow depth) in the SYNOP messages together with the exchange of non-GTS stations data is
models, both snow height (depth) and SWE are popular for use in DA, as complementary products to
crucial. For hydrologic models, both snow height (depth) and SWE are popular for use in DA, as
streamflow assimilation. For this group of models, forcing variables (precipitation, temperature) can
complementary products to streamflow assimilation. For this group of models, forcing variables
also be used in the assimilation process to update state variables. The main snow variable analyzed in
(precipitation, temperature) can also be used in the assimilation process to update state variables.
almost every type of model is SWE.
The main snow variable analyzed in almost every type of model is SWE.
Most hydrologic model users that responded to the survey use ground-based remote sensing
measurements, while this is not the case for NWP or reanalysis users. The ground-based measurement
Most hydrologic model users that responded to the survey use ground-based remote sensing
systems include ultrasonic or laser distance sensors, photogrammetry, COSMIC neutron sensors and
measurements, while this is not the case for NWP or reanalysis users. The ground-based
others. Further details on in situ snow measurements are given in the results of the parallel COST
measurement systems include ultrasonic or laser distance sensors, photogrammetry, COSMIC
HarmoSnow survey on in situ snow measurement practices and techniques, [11].
neutron sensors and others. Further details on in situ snow measurements are given in the results
Preprocessed remote sensing satellite products are also often used in both NWP and hydrology.
of the parallel COST HarmoSnow survey on in situ snow measurement practices and techniques,
Satellite radiances are used much less and climatological data are appropriated for hydrological
[11].
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4. Summary and Discussion
According to the outcomes of the literature review, surveys and the action ES1404 itself
together with HarmoSnow field campaigns and from snow HarmoSnow DA school activities, the
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4. Summary and Discussion
According to the outcomes of the literature review, surveys and the action ES1404 itself together
with HarmoSnow field campaigns and from snow HarmoSnow DA school activities, the key messages
have been recognized and special attention is given to them in this section. These key items are
(i) using conventional snow observations from national networks for DA and model validation,
(ii) sustainable ways to create snow products for users by combining remote sensing and conventional
snow observations with modeling results and (iii) snow observations errors for data assimilation and
modelling systems.
4.1. How to Get and Use Conventional Snow Observations from National Networks for Data Assimilation and
Model Validation
Data assimilation systems employed in model environments for numerical weather prediction,
hydrology, or special snow models make extensive use of present-day measurement networks.
The range of measurement instruments and techniques in use is also indicated by the results of
the parallel considering COST HarmoSnow survey on in situ snow measurements [11]. The literature
review reveals the importance of conventional snow observations for DA and model calibration and
validation, and the potential benefits of obtaining additional observations from national networks,
according to the survey responses, concrete plans for using new or upcoming data sources of snow
observations exist for use in snow models of NWP, hydrology or other modeling environments.
Some strategies exist, or are underway, towards an improved and more extended usage of
conventional snow observations to include observations from high-resolution national networks
into NWP, hydrological and climate models, as the availability, and therefore use, of such data very
limited [22,134]. They include the following: (1) The WMO “Snow Watch” initiative, which recognises
the importance of near-real-time in situ observations of snow cover and snow depth to the global
observing system. The Snow Watch action has secured approval by Executive Council 69 for an
amendment to [166] in order to make daily reporting of snow cover and snow depth a mandatory
requirement for all stations with the capability to do so. Of particular note, this explicitly includes
the requirement to report values of zero snow depth, when snow is not present, in order to provide
valuable additional information for assimilation into weather forecasting models. (2) The ECMWF
data assimilation study with additional snow data [22,134], clearly demonstrates the benefits to NWP
forecast accuracy from assimilation of additional national network snow reports. (3) The monitoring of
SYNOP station snow depth reports to detect problems in the snow analysis. A continuous monitoring
allows also to identify progress in observation availability and frequency of reporting, which becomes
more important with a broader application of automatic snow measurements [167].
4.2. Sustainable Ways to Create Snow Products for Users by Combining Remote Sensing and Conventional
Snow Observations with Modeling Results
Until now, spaceborne derived snow products are not widely applied in operational NWP systems.
In situ measurements are used to retrieve snow height for data assimilation, since for SWE the satellite
products still not meet the requirements of DA in NWP. For SCE a number of combined and operational
products exist, which includes also in situ measurements [168] and can be used to constrain the model
SCE but SWE is the most interesting variable. Therefore, a number of blended satellite products have
been developed, which merge visible, near-infrared, and passive microwave observations [169–172]
and could be used for DA. Microwave satellite observations are combined with conventional in situ
observations in some products (H-SAF), while optical satellite observations together with conventional
in situ observations are assimilated into NWP models. The ESA GlobSnow project is another example
providing combined products for models. It was shown recently by [94] that the coarse resolution of
space-borne radiometers (in the order of tens of kilometers) for existing SWE products (H-SAF and
GlobSnow) can be improved by assimilation together with in situ observations of snow depth, where
the improved resolution enhances spatial details in the retrieved SWE. For hydrology, the DA is also
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very important for the implementation of spaceborne snow products used in streamflow forecasts.
A variational method based on Moving Horizon Estimation (MHE) is used in [16], in application to the
conceptual rainfall-runoff model HBV. Snow cover extent (SCE), snow water equivalent (SWE), soil
moisture (SM) and in situ measurements of streamflow data were assimilated using large assimilation
windows of up to one year. For the first time, H-SAF products were used for hydrological forecasting
systems and their added value was verified. Although blended satellite products could serve in filling
gaps of observation data or providing validation data, ideally, blending of products should happen
only within the DA process due to the preferred separation of observation sources. Furthermore,
blended products often contain information from models that have different assumptions than the
model, which uses these products in assimilation.
4.3. Snow Observations Errors for Data Assimilation and Modelling Systems
Snow observations and products are subject to quality control as well as consistency checks,
which are performed manually or automatically in the large majority of the model environments used
in this survey. Furthermore, the observation error of snow measurements consisting of instrument
error and representativeness error (e.g., [173,174] is an important parameter used in snow DA. Results
from the survey show that if an estimation of the observation error of snow measurements for DA is
used, a prescribed constant value is chosen in many cases. The observation error sensitivity study
performed with the ECMWF snow DA system showed the impact of this parameter on the global
NWP forecast skills (Section 3.5, Figure 6). Since the observation error consists of two components for
the derivation of this error from reported values in literature, the context of the measurements has to
be taken into account [159,175–178].
The detailed review and assessment of the survey carried out by measurement communities [11]
report on the quality of data and potential problems and provide valuable feedback for modelers on
instrument errors. For instance, the results from the COST HarmoSnow field campaign in Iceland [16]
showed that for SWE the observation error as relative standard deviation of 10% is possible if a suitable
amount of measurements (i.e., minimum 3) is performed. However, this only account for the instrument
error. In complex and windy terrains the total observation error can be much larger, which reflects the
limited representativeness of snow measurements.
5. Conclusions
Based on the practices of a number of countries, review of the literature, and evaluation of
the survey on use of snow observations in the modelling environment, conclusions can be drawn
on: (i) the status and future evolution of conventional snow observations from national networks
and satellite products for DA and model validation, including availability, error characteristics and
reliability, towards an improved usage of conventional snow observations from national networks
for data assimilation and model validation; (ii) the review of the methods to combine remote sensing
and conventional snow observations with modeling results for user applications; and (iii) snow
observations errors for data assimilation and modelling systems.
The results of the survey show that the measurement networks, instruments, and techniques are
exploited well by existing DA systems and used in model environments for NWP, hydrology, or special
snow models. The survey reveals that there is a fit between the snow macro-physical variables required
for DA and those provided by the measurement environment, since snow depth, snow presence, snow
density and SWE are the most measured variables. It is also important to take into consideration that
in many cases these variables are measured with different instruments and techniques, in particular
snow depth and SWE. On the other hand, developments in DA systems are necessary to exploit the
evolving capabilities of the observing systems, and vice versa. The increasing automation of the
measurements requires enhanced data management in the DA system (quality control, consistency).
There is a requirement for remotely sensed snow depth or SWE observations from satellite, to provide
snow data in regions with sparse measurement networks, but this necessitates developments in
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instrument technology (e.g., automatic measurement of snow microstructural properties) and also
development of DA systems in order to make use of such observations. There are also concrete future
plans on using enhanced snow observations for all model environments, in particular for NWP with
DA, hydrology, and reanalysis. Data availability and resources to integrate the data in the model
environment are the current barriers and limitations for the use of new or upcoming snow data sources
independent of the model environment used.
The further outcomes from the survey support new, innovative and upgraded observing strategies;
enhanced usage of snow data for scientific research and applications; a broader overview and easier
access to existing snow measurements and snow model data for the benefit of different applications,
such as NWP models, hydrological, climatology and climate change research. Further support of
these aims is provided by the related COST HarmoSnow activities of the parallel survey on snow
measurements and the training school on data assimilation in Europe [179]. The monitoring of
floods, droughts, snow avalanches and hydropower production could benefit from improved real-time
snow measurements for assimilation into operational prediction models to improve hydrological,
meteorological and climate forecasting while a further integration and harmonization of the European
snow network into global networks (e.g., WMO GCW) supports the strengthening WMO and
EUMETSAT activities on snow observations. The main scientific impact will emerge from improved
snow and weather products via better knowledge of snow properties and their evolution. It will
induce a lasting structural improvement of the interaction between participating communities,
thus very relevant for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and Copernicus (Global
Monitoring for Environment and Security). Policy and decision makers at all levels from local safety to
global environment policy will benefit from improved knowledge on current and future snow cover
and climate conditions.
Supplementary Materials: COST ESSEM 1404 working group 3 survey: Questionnaire and results are available
at http://www.harmosnow.eu/index.php?page=WG3.
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